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About This Game

Bounce is a VR physics-based puzzle game for the HTC Vive and Oculus Touch. Under the supervision of H8-Bit and 2Bit, two
robots tasked with overseeing security of the intergalactic spaceship, players must help D1G-B, their spherical robot companion,

traverse levels using an array of gadgets at their disposal to exit each level’s portal. With moving obstacles, laser gates, gravity
wells, and multi-floor levels obstructing the path of D1G-B, players will have to use their creativity to construct solutions.

COOL FEATURES:

50 Levels of ever increasing complexity. Oh, there are levels where you will hate us, but we bet you can't stop!

Use an array of Physics based Gadgets to solve each level such as Half-Pipes, Planks, Accelerator Rings, Trampolines,
Tractor Beams, etc. Use the right tools for the job.

Star-rank Scoring System based on your efficiency at solving each level. Can you 3-Star every level? Ha! We'd like to
see you try.

Beat the game and unlock Style Mode. Play each level again in Style Mode and get scored on your creative complexity
instead of efficiency. Make it crazy!

Get Ranked! See how you stack up against other players in Style Mode on our Global Leaderboards or compare your
score with your Steam Friends and soak in their adulation or contemptuous disdain.
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Infectious 23 track original score of Synthwave awesomeness, we dare you not to groove out while testing your brain!

You can use up to 3 in-game profiles so you can let that pesky neighbor try VR without messing up your Star Scores.
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Title: Bounce
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Steel Wool Studios
Publisher:
Steel Wool Studios
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or greater / AMD FX 8350 or greater

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 / AMD R9 390

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 9 GB available space

English
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If you can find somebody to play with and take the time to learn the cards you will really enjoy this game. This program is very
useful if you wanted to either micspam or add sounds to the microphone, it was kinda difficult to learn at first but then me
playing around with the software for a while actually fixed my problem, you can add whatever sounds you would like to add and
then just play them on these 2 recommended games, Garry's Mod, and Comedy Night, this program is very very useful and has
professional micspamming equipment with it, very fun indeed.. A fun game in a genre that's not seen much these days. It really
does have an old school "classic platformer" feel to it. Even more impressive, it was made (mostly) by just one person.

With that said, it's also buggy. Some glitches are fun -- speed runners would love this game -- while others can detract from the
experience. And while the artistic style is great, most of the levels (within a world) share the same assets and lack a unique
theme. Gnomes vs Fairies doesn't compare to big budget games but, then again, it wouldn't be fair to do so.

If you're a fan of the genre and interested in indie games then you'll enjoy Gnomes vs Fairies.. Awesome game so far, love the
comic theme of this game and the movements as well. Excited to see where this game goes!. Just play GTA 5 online instead, no
point waiting for this to come to fruition when GTA 5 is already a way better Game than this in it's current state or ever will be..
Great game, just needs more players!. Pretty challenging at the start, even on the easiest difficulty, but after a bit of learning its
quite enjoyable
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this game sucks it barely loads to the main menu WTF 0/5. Why do you guys always say that the game is bad because its pay to
win?
if you cant afford then dont play,
you know what keeps the game on going,server up and running?
ITS THE F***ING FUNDS WE GIVE TO THEM!!!
so if u want a good game go pay for it.
dont expect a free game to be good.
we pay for their expertise.
if you dont agree with me then create a game like this and make them free.. Pretty fun game needs some improvements but it
has potential. Several things can be added to both rebels and Combine and cover system can be a bit buggy sometimes but
overall it's pretty fun to play.. Everything about Cosmophony is just mindblowing. The style of the graphics, the soundtrack, the
gameplay, it all leaves your head spinning after every play session. It's a merciless assault on the brain, and is definitely not
recommended for epileptics. The game is short but incredibly challenging, with only five levels which progressively increase in
difficulty. Obviously, the fifth level is just plain brutal.

This game is worth its inexpensive price, and even though it can be very frustrating at times, it's good for hours of fun. And
once those hours of fun are over, you'll have all five of the game's achievements to brag about.. Intuitive gameplay and
interesting concept.
Great artwork and general fluidity of the game.
A very fun game overall!. The game is good and simple and the music tracks by Skaven are excellent as they always were.
I played this very often many years ago. But nowadays Bejeweled 3 is better somehow.

Good thing in 1 is: You play per turn to advance levels you can actually lose. In 3 there is an algorithm that drops matching
diamonds all the time so you cannot lose even if you intentionally play like an idiot.

But if you lose or not is very very random. You can lose after the first turn because there are no more moves and then the game
is over.

The game should be 49 cent all the time. PopCap should pull the big money out of this. Or make it free as an introduction to 2
or 3.

So, I cannot recommend it. But the game is too good, to give it a bad rating... ^^
Nevertheless I refunded it. 3 is better somehow.
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